
Types of Kayak

There are various designs of kayak on the market, varying from large sea kayaks which can be 
almost 17 feet long, through to small freestyle kayaks which can be under 6 feet long. The, often 
dramatic, differences in design effect the way the kayak behaves, its durability, its suitability,and its 
safety for different disciplines of kayaking.

Below is a basic guide to the types of kayak that you will most likely be exposed to:

Sea Kayaks
Sea kayak or touring kayak is a kayak developed for the sport of paddling on open waters of lakes, 
bays, and the ocean. They trade off the manoeuvrability of white water kayaks for cargo capacity, 
ease of straight-line paddling, and comfort for long journeys.

Sea kayaks are used around the world for marine (sea) journeys from a few hours to many weeks, 
as they can accommodate room for camping gear, food, water, and other supplies. A Sea Kayak 
usually ranges anywhere from 10-18 feet long with pointed ends and a generally “V” shaped hull. 
They are generally made of plastic but more expensive models are available in fibreglass or even 
carbon fibre. Examples include the NDK Explorer (shown), and the P&H Capella.

 

General Purpose Kayaks
These are the kayaks we use in the pool. They are generally the cheapest type of kayak. GP 
kayaks are made of plastic and are usually 7-8 feet long. The hull design of these boats vary 
massively from boat to boat. These boats are ideal for the pool or playing about in very sheltered 
water. They are not suitable for moving water or open/sea use. They are also hard to paddle over 
long distances. Examples include the Pyranha Master and Master TG.

 

River Runners
White water kayaks in this section are designed as a compromise between river running safety and 
and river play chartistics. They are the ideal choice for many people who want the one boat to do 
everything.  They generally have slicey thin ends and flat bottomed hulls for surfing. These are 
often the best boat for those just moving on to white water Examples include the Pyranha Varun, 
and the Pyranha Z.One

 



Freestyle Kayaks
Popular with all the kids, freestyle or park and play boats are designed to make performing tricks 
and moves easy on both white water features and also flat water too.  Short, low in volume and 
limited in their river running capability they are usually available in several sizes to suit different 
paddler sizes. These boats compromise everything for freestyle performance, including paddler 
comfort. Examples include the Jackson Star, and the Pyranha Molan.

 

Creek Boats
Creeking is perhaps best thought of as a subcategory of River Running, involving very technical 
and difficult rapids. Creeking generally involves higher gradient (approaching or in excess of 100 
feet per mile), and is likely to include slides, and waterfalls on relatively small and tight 
rivers. Creek boats usually have higher volume (more gallons of displacement) and more rounded 
bow and stern, as these features provide an extra margin of safety against the likelihood of 
pinning, and will resurface more quickly and controlled when coming off larger drops. These 
kayaks are a very bad choice for beginners as they are “too forgiving” and allow paddlers to get 
away with bad technique on easier water. Beginners buying creek boats are paying for safety 
features they do not need. Examples include the Dagger Nomad, and Pyranha Burn.

  


